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So, the first thing you should know is that I’ve been writing case studies for almost 20 years.
And, IMHO, case studies are one of the more interesting long-form pieces to write because
they tell a story.
And that’s how I look at a case study when I sit down: I’m about to tell your customers a
story that has an introduction to a main character (your client that has the problem, natch), a
big challenge the character tried (and failed) to overcome, and then the exciting reveal of
how the character and its partner (your business) accomplished the un-accomplishable!
#WINNING

Here’s how I start a case study… YOU choose your main character
On one of my first client meetings when I started freelancing, I met with the business owner
of a new security startup. His company was about to launch a new product/service
at a
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security trade show that would revolutionize how banks protected their customers’ assets
using a new type of security: cloud security.
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We chose the main character (my client’s customer which was a local bank), the challenge
the bank faced, and how my client) helped solve it.

The challenge
The cloud was still a new concept. Back in 2002, there was no DropBox, Google Drive,
Box, OneDrive, iCloud, or anything-in-the-cloud, nor were companies as focused on online
security as they are now.*
My client, a startup security company, was naturally a little nervous because the cloud was
still relatively new to businesses in general, much less the financial world (which is
notoriously risk-averse because, well, they’re banks!) He wanted to demonstrate at the
tradeshow how cloud security was effective, could protect banks more comprehensively than
off-the-shelf client solutions (what bank management favored), or existing onsite server
solutions (what IT favored).
My client wanted to start out with
case studies on several of his
customers who:
Weighed the pros and cons of
cloud security
Researched what little there was to
research
Wanted to take the risk and
essentially bet the farm
He wanted about a dozen case
studies completed in a few weeks
for the trade show he was about to
attend. He realized that a few
weeks wasn’t a lot of time, but
given my experience (he and I had worked together at the universal messaging company), he
believed I could do this no sweat.
Next week, find out how my security client and I accomplished the unaccomplishable...

##########################################################################
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*In fact, the only time I had seen cloud technology mentioned was during a meeting at a
startup I worked at. At the startup, a product manager was using clouds to talk about
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universal messaging and how messages could be temporarily stored in servers (the cloud)
scattered around the world as they were being translated from fax-to-email, -DOCs, -PDFs, SMS, and -TIFFS.
##########################################################################
As a long-form copywriter for 20 years I have written dozens of case studies for tech stars
including Uptake, Aginity, SPSS (now IBM), Catbird Networks (now Cyxtera), and others.
Don’t be the sad sack waiting in line behind your competition! First visit
www.krop.com/hsuan to look at some case studies, then contact me at
hsuanmin.chou@yahoo.com.
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Great piece! It's so easy to write a case study where your organization is the star of the story, but it lacks
the impact that makes it worthwhile to others who want to learn something.
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